Details
Contract Name: Revenue Recovery
Contract Number: 1153
Supplier: TSG Collections
Est. Agreement Term: 05/01/17 – 4/30/21
About TSG Collections
TSG Collections, LLC, a collection agency, and the Schutzer Group, PLLC, a law firm, (collectively, the
“TSG team”) are both owned and operated by Eric Schutzer, an attorney with approximately 25 years of
experience representing healthcare providers nationwide. The Schutzer Group has an A+ rating from the
Better Business Bureau.
The TSG team is licensed and bonded has offices in both New York and New Jersey, and is staffed by
experienced collectors and attorneys extensively trained in compliance with Federal, State and local
laws affecting the healthcare debt collection industry, including but not limited to the Fair Debt
Collection Practices Act (FDCPA), Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), Telephone
Consumer Protection Act (TCPA), and Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA). The TSG team’s approach is
persistence and insistence, while always maintaining a high level of professionalism. The TSG team
recognizes that you have a reputation to maintain and so do they; therefore, they always treat
your patients with care and respect. They utilize the latest technologies to locate debtor’s assets.
Although the TSG team makes every effort to resolve bills with patients and/or their insurance
companies on a voluntary basis, when legal action is appropriate, the TSG team will not let your
accounts stagnate.
The combination of their personnel, company philosophy and collection techniques account for the TSG
team’s high rate of success (double the industry averages) and their ability to collect accounts where the
competition has failed.
Value to CCLC Members
The TSG team is offering a reduced contingency fee structure exclusively to CCLCS members. In addition,
TSG has agreed to provide a complementary review of patient intake forms and financial agreements to
CCLCS members to help them maximize the chances of recovery in the event of non-payment.

Requirements to Participate/Method to Access
Interested facilities must be CCLCS members to access this agreement. A signed Participation Member
Designation Form (PMDF) is required. For more information, please contact your Client Service Associate
or the following TSG Collections’ representative:
ERIC P. SCHUTZER / The Schutzer Group
330 SEVENTH AVENUE, 15TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10001
(212) 714-0700
ERICSCHUTZER@THESCHUTZERGROUP.COM
For more information, please contact the CCLC Solutions team at cclcsolutions@cclcny.org.

